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Corporate governance

• The “Law and Finance” movement (end of the 1990s) 
conquered academia and international organisations: 
US corporate governance is on a pedestal

• Jensen and Meckling (1976) and Hansmann and 
Kraakman (2000) were instrumental in emphasising the 
primacy of the shareholder model

• The financial crisis put these theories under strain, but 
academia has responded very timidly, and today business 
schools are still dominated by the same ideas



Widespread impact on several policy areas

• Innovation, venture capital and the “Silicon Valley” model

• Better regulation and the widespread use of Cost-Benefit Analysis

• Corporate governance and primacy of Shareholder Capitalism

• A push for stronger property rights in IP (at the cost of patent quality)

• Loose control of tax evasion and corruption 

• Competitiveness over sustainability in trade relations

• Laissez faire in the digital economy since the rise of the Internet

• …



Source: OECD (2019)



The issue of 
“value”

• Financialisation and digitalisation have led to 
the emergence of new ways of doing business, in 
which value creation and value extraction are 
increasingly separated (Mazzucato 2018)

• These trends have brought important benefits, 
but also dilute corporate responsibility for the 
sustainability of the economy, society and the 
environment

• EU industrial policy today is timidly seeking to 
re-allocate entitlements as close as possible to 
where value is generated
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Source: WEO 2019



Atkinson, Morelli, and Roser (2016) – Chartbook of Economic Inequality. (www.chartbookofeconomicinequality.com/)

http://www.chartbookofeconomicinequality.com/


Sustainable Development 
Report 2019

• no country in the world 
has achieved the 17 SDGs 

• no country is on track to 
achieve the SDGs by 2030

• the US ranks 35th out of 
162 countries



Fairness
Quality 

Sustainability 
and Trust

• Fairness in contracts, in competition, in 
technology transfer, in addressing corruption, in 
taxation, in the digital economy

• Quality of institutions, of governance, of IPRs, of 
the judiciary, of the (tech) standards

• Sustainability as the North Star in crafting new 
policies, evaluating innovative ventures, 
regulating technologies, funding research and 
innovation, and engaging in trade relationships

• Trust in the courts, trust in the banks, trust in 
large companies, trust between large and small 
companies, and overall trust in EU institutions 



Our treasure 
trove: selected 
action items

Promote civil law in EU contracts and trade relationsPromote

Access to justice and a friendlier environment for SMEs 
when dealing with large companiesAccess

A diversity of banking models, including notably 
relationship banking (also in Fintech)Promote

Revive the SE, and tailor it to smaller companiesRevive

Reconsider the “consumer harm” standard in antitrust and 
overall scope of competition rulesReconsider

Protect the European patent as a real “quality seal”Protect

Experiment with more distributed forms of governance in 
Strategic Value ChainsExperiment

Focus on digital tech “for good”, not on a digital arms’ raceFocus 

Leverage legal traditions and sustainability orientation in 
global relations and in trade agreementsLeverage

Forge large coalitions for sustainable, socially relevant 
innovation Forge



Hidden 
treasures as 

modus 
operandi

• Europe must play “solo”: a new need for 
strategic autonomy in uncertain times

• Post-Brexit, Continental Europe may not only 
face challenges, but also opportunities

• Starting from Europe’s strengths, not failures or 
weaknesses when developing policy

• A call for more agile, principles-based, outcome-
based policymaking in the EU

• A new way of looking at subsidiarity and 
proportionality, also based on digital technology



Next hidden treasures?


